
EASTERN EUROPE
Russia: 100 juggles while drinking a Fanta in a cup
Ukraine:  4 juggles with your back heels 
Poland:  20 juggles with your head
Romania:  10 juggles with feet while juggling two tennis balls
Czech Republic:  10 out-side foot back spin juggles above your head 
Hungary:  40 juggles with your feet while eating a PB and J
Belarus:  head stall 1 minute
Bulgaria:  10 juggles with your shins
Slovakia:  10 juggles with your toes

NORTHERN EUROPE
United Kingdom:  20 juggles while seated in a chair
Sweden:  20 juggles while seated on the floor while eating 
sweetish fish
Denmark:  1 minute juggling while reading a book
Finland:  60 juggles while singing happy birthday
Norway:  3 minutes non-stop juggling
Latvia:  3 ball juggling with your hands 1 minute
Estonia:  4 ball juggling with your hands 1 minute

WESTERN EUROPE
Germany:  100 with feet while eating a gummy bears
France:  50 right foot / 50 left foot / 50 alternating feet
Netherlands:  Double Around the world 
Belgium:  40 juggles while eating a apple
Austria:  40 juggles while writing a 4 word or longer sentence
Switzerland:  Balancing a ball on your foot and one on your 
head for 30 seconds
Luxembourg:  Foot stall to head catch  to  neck catch (must hold all
for a minimum of 10 seconds)

SOUTHERN EUROPE
Italy:  Juggle above your head and catch between your knees
Spain:  200 juggles with feet
Portugal:  20 juggles with feet then foot stall 10 seconds
Serbia:  4 alternating foot stalls (10 seconds each)
Croatia:  100 juggles followed by a knee catch
Bosnia and Herzegovina:  50 juggles then a neck catch
Slovenia:  100 juggles while peeling and eating an orange
Montenegro: 50 juggles below your knee
Malta:  100 juggles while drinking from a water bottle

JUGGLE ACROSS EUROPE
You can substitute sugar drinks with water and sugar foods with fruit and meats with vegetables or veggie patties.  Put your initials 
in each country that you complete.


